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Cost Reduction / Transformation Program

You made the cost reductions. Have you changed the way you operate?

Are you trying to handle and or process the same amount of work with fewer people?
There are still real-time environmental threats. Any one or all of them can raise significant
concern to an airline , hotel, car rental, cruise, tour operator or Travel Management Companies
ability to achieve profit performance.

TDT is the ClearChoice™

This is where we come in
◊
Through the utilization of our Cost
Reduction and Process Transformation
Program, our team has achieved significant
results by assisting major travel and
◊
transportation companies change their
organizations into globalized, highly efficient, high-performance organizations.
◊

A few key accomplishments of our team
◊

$200 million saved for a major global airline.

◊

$100 million saved for a major GDS.

◊

A customer base of leading companies across all verticals of the travel ◊
industry.

◊

Technology investment analysis for a major Hotel Chain

◊

Cost-effective approach designed to rapidly identify the 20% that will drive
80% of the cost savings.

◊

A Strategic Process Transformation model designed to improve business
processes , eliminate business processes, and additional cost avoidance.

◊

Decision-driven methodologies designed to mitigate risks; and to ensure
performance objectives are met while continuously improving cost, service
and quality.

◊

Helps you avoid the peaks and valleys of economic change

Contact us today for more information.

Our business is Your Success
To learn more, please visit us at www.tdtcorp.com or contact
Michael Foliot, President & CEO
+1 (416) 900-0360 Ext 10 - mfoliot@tdtcorp.com
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A high performance, process driven, industry
centric, solutions delivery organization.
Proven capability of precisely aligning
customer objectives, industry and functional
expertise with solutions and delivery
capabilities
Approach designed to maximize speed,
quality and results, while minimizing cost
Flexible engagement approach tailored to suit
the customer’s preferred working model

◊

End-to-end commitment to the customer
ensuring all strategic objectives are met

◊

A sample of our customers: TravelPort GDS
(Worldspan, Galileo & Apollo), EDS, IBM,
United Airlines, TravelCLICK, Wandrian,
Travel Impressions, Princess Cruises,
FareLogix, Hilton

What makes our program unique
◊

Deep travel domain expertise with significant
industry successes

